Pricedex®

AutoPIM Pro™
Pricedex® AutoPIM Pro™ is an
enterprise-class Product Information
Management (PIM) system which
provides an end-to-end solution for all
aspects of Part, Product, Pricing and
Catalog Management, and outputs
Customer data requirements to a broad
number of catalog standards, including
the ACES and PIES standards.
Now
aftermarket
companies
can
communicate
synchronized
product
information throughout the supply chain,
ensuring the right part, at the right price,
is available with the right information at
the right time – every time.
Off-the-Shelf and configurable
AutoPIM Pro™ empowers companies to
manage much more than basic
information. AutoPIM Pro ™ is a total
solution which incorporates full Digital
Asset
Management,
Interchanges,
Supersessions,
Product
Lifecycles,
Customer Requirements, and all the
third-party research data needed to
support
informed
product
release
decisions. Now all product stakeholders
can easily collaborate on a single
platform, working from one single source
of the truth.
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AutoPIM Pro has extensive utilities to
create connectors to other business and
ERP systems, and directly with
e-Commerce and customer business
systems. Full language and currency
capabilities, coupled with a world-class
Pricing engine, enable the creation of
multilingual,
multicurrency
regional
catalogs, promotions and more. Publish
entire books, or Net Changes using the
powerful publishing engine, which also
supports cross-media publishing to the
Web, CD-ROM, and even paper
catalogs.
AutoPIM Pro is the total
solution for aftermarket sales support.
Auto PIM Pro Benefits
Maintain standards for multiple markets
(light vehicle, heavy duty, off road, etc.)
Extensive mapping tools enable data
exports to multiple catalog formats and
other industry standards
Cross Media Publishing Engine publishes
to XML, CD ROM and paper catalogs.
Pricing Engine enables integration of
pricing with catalogs for rapid time to
market of accurate product information.
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